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David Maslanka's Eternal Garden was completed on July 3rd, 2009.  
“It is my task as a composer not to presume from the start that I know 
what the music is supposed to be; my job is to listen, and to follow the 
impulse that comes through me as faithfully as I can. What came out in 
this case are four deeply meditative “songs.” After some reflection I can 
say that this music is about the need to stop and simply to be; to stop 
thinking, stop planning, stop worrying, stop presuming to know how we 
are supposed to act in the world. Life as we are doing it on this planet 
has begun to look suicidal. There has to be a different path.  
 
I was given images of  widespread suffering and destruction. This music 
is about the transformation of  suffering. I have no illusion that a single 
piece of  mine will end world suffering, but it opens the possibility of  
real peace in me as an individual. There is no path to world peace; peace 
is the path, and it begins inside each person.”  
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This recital is in partial fulfillment of the graduation Kemp Recital Hall 
requirements for the degree, Bachelor of Music in Performance. March 8, 2013 
  Friday Evening 
  8:00 p.m. 
This is the one hundred and eighth program of the 2012-2013 season. 
Program 
 
 Please turn off cell phones and pagers for the duration of the concert.  Thank you. 
  
 
Fantasiestücke, Op. 73                                         Robert Schumann 
 Zart und mit Ausdruck                                                       (1810-1856) 
 Lebhaft, leicht 
 Rasch und mit Feuer 
 
 
Grand Duo Concertant, Op. 48                           Carl Maria von Weber 
 Allegro con fuoco                                                                (1786-1826) 
 Andante con moto 







Eternal Garden: Four Songs for Clarinet & Piano      David Maslanka 
 Lament                                                                                      (born 1943) 
 On Chestnut Hill 
 Elegy: August 6, 1945 






















Fantasiestücke for Clarinet and Piano, Op. 73, were written within just 
two days in February of  1849. Schumann originally entitled them "Night 
Pieces" before settling on the title "Fantasy Pieces". The title is one he 
was fond of, since he used it in several of  his other works. This poetic 
title promotes the fundamental Romantic notion that creative expression 
is the product of  the artist's unrestricted imagination. In addition, the 
connotations of  "fantasy" justify the sudden mood changes, which are a 
signature of  so much of  Schumann's music, and which reflect his 
emotions and mood swings. The pieces are like songs without words, or 
an instrumental song cycle. The first piece is in A minor, and begins 
dreamily with hints of  melancholy, but concludes with a resolution and 
hope in A major, looking forward to the next movement. The second 
piece is in A major, and is playful, upbeat, energetic and positive, with a 
central section modulating to F major with chromatic triplets in dialogue 
with the piano. The final piece is again in A major. The pace suddenly 
drives into a frenzy of  passion and fiery energy, bordering on the 
irrational. The third piece pushes the musicians to their limits as 
Schumann writes "schneller und schneller" (faster and faster). The 
movement ends exuberantly with a triumphant close. 
 
Weber's Grand Duo Concertant is unique among all his clarinet pieces. 
Unlike his other works in which the accompaniments are subservient 
background to a virtuoso solo part, the Grand Duo presents an equal 
juxtaposition of  two virtuoso solo parts, one on the clarinet, the other 
on the piano. There is never any question in the listener's mind that this 
piece is a duo in the true sense of  the word. The first movement, Allegro 
con fuoco, is in standard sonata-allegro form and revolves around the 
scalar passages that erupt in the very beginning. In the middle, the scales 
give way to an operatic give-and-take of  lilting music and an occasional 
measure or two of  rhythmic and melodic repose, but the undercurrent 
of  constant eighth notes is never gone for long. Deftly transforming the 
lilting undercurrent back into driving con fuoco scales, Weber brings the 
movement to a brilliant close. A subtle and expressive opening to the C 
minor Andante con moto later turns into an expansive exploration of  the 
clarinet's sounds, colors, dynamics and range. The Rondo returns to the 
scalar ideas of  the first movement, but now presents them in a lilting six-
eight meter. After the recitativo middle section, the piece closes with a 
magnificent, virtuosic display of  scales and arpeggios for two. 
 
